Curriculum Overview for Autumn Term 2016


English










Read a variety of
Roald Dahl books
Use dictionaries to
understand
vocabulary
Summarise
information
Use inferences and
make predictions
Discuss texts with
others
Retrieve key
information from nonfiction texts







Join up handwriting
Understand proper
nouns and expanded
noun phrases
Write character
descriptions and
settings
Improve and redraft
work
Use a thesaurus to
enrich vocabulary
Use prefixes and
suffixes in spelling
Headings and
paragraphs








Understand statement
question and
exclamation
Use inverted commas
correctly
Expanded
Noun phrases
Commas for clauses
Use a range of
conjunctions
Prepare and present
a short talk
Perform poems and
Participate in drama










Read and write numbers to
1000
Mentally add 1, 10 or 100 to 3
digit numbers and understand
place value
Written column method for
addition and subtraction
Solve problems, including
missing number problems, using
number facts, place value, and
more complex addition and
subtraction.




Estimate the answer to a
calculation and use inverse
operations to check answers.
Recall and use multiplication
and division facts for the 3, 4
and 8 multiplication tables.
Calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication
and division within the
multiplication tables and write
them using the multiplication
(x), division (÷) and equals (=)
signs.

Science








Classify rocks according to their properties
How do we use rocks?
How are rocks formed- link to volcanoes
Testing rocks and soils
Soils and how they are composed.
How fossils are formed
Simple forces and magnetism

Art & Design










Sketch and paint landscapes
Look at landscapes produced by famous
artists
Look at work by local artists and create
work inspired by them
Use a sketchbook to collect ,record and
evaluate

Design & Technology




Mathematics

Year 3

Create plans and sketches to create a photo
frame for a particular person
Evaluate existing products
Evaluate own work.

Measure, compare, add and
subtract: lengths (m/cm/mm).
Solve problems, including
missing number problems,
using number facts, place
value, and more complex
addition and subtraction.

Computing






Geography






Measure the perimeter of
simple 2D shapes.

Modern


Languages

Harvest
Beginners recorders
Simple dance
Making up own music
Christmas

History





Mary Anning
Looking at the life of a local soldier
Remembrance Day
Stone-Age Britain. Hunters and gatherers

Physical





Education

Run, jump, throw
Netball
Dance
Tag Rugby

Religious
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Look at holiday destinations
Revise continents and locate countries in
Europe
Compare climate, landscapes, rivers and
mountains- learn capital cities
Mapping of Lyme Regis- use symbols and keys
Learn 8 points of a compass

Music






Spanish

E-safety
Programming-intro to scratch
Multimedia –working with images
Typing

Education

Where do we belong?
Place in family and community
People that are special to us
What do people do to show that they belong
to a faith or community
Looking at Cristian, Jewish and Muslim faiths
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